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Abstract: We examine interacting Abelian theories at low energies and show that holo-
morphically normalized photon helicity amplitudes transform into dual amplitudes under
SL(2;Z) as modular forms with weights that depend on the number of positive and neg-
ative helicity photons and on the number of internal photon lines. Moreover, canonically
normalized helicity amplitudes transform by a phase, so that even though the amplitudes
are not duality invariant, their squares are duality invariant. We explicitly verify the du-
ality transformation at one loop by comparing the amplitudes in the case of an electron
and the dyon that is its SL(2;Z) image, and extend the invariance of squared amplitudes
order by order in perturbation theory. We demonstrate that S-duality is a property of all
low-energy eective Abelian theories with electric and/or magnetic charges and see how
the duality generically breaks down at high energies.
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1 Introduction
S-duality requires that the observables of a gauge theory are invariant under the transfor-







by  !  1= . Since  is a periodic variable, the additional shift symmetry  !  + 2
implies a full SL(2;Z) duality. S-duality is directly established for N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills1 theories [1] and free U(1) gauge theories [2{8]. The situation for interacting
U(1)'s is unclear since S-duality interchanges electric and magnetic charges which cannot
be simultaneously included in a local, manifestly Lorentz invariant Lagrangian [9{11].
Here we will show that holomorphically normalized photon helicity amplitudes with
N+ positive helicity photons, N  negative helicity photons, and I internal photon lines
transform as modular forms under SL(2;Z) of weight (I+N ; I+N+), and that for canon-
ically normalized photons the amplitude transforms by a phase independent of I, so that
the magnitude of the amplitude is invariant. This means that perturbative amplitudes are
mapped to perturbative amplitudes under duality. Moreover, the dual amplitudes can be
veried by a perturbative calculation using the Zwanziger formalism [11], which introduces
a Lagrangian with local couplings for both electric and magnetic charges simultaneously.


















In general SL(2;Z) duality maps a particle with electric charge q0 to a dual particle
with electric charge q and magnetic charge g. Since, due to Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger
charge quantization [12{16], electric and magnetic charges have inverse coupling strengths
(i.e. the magnetic ne structure constant is M  1=) it is often suggested that S-duality
interchanges weak and strong coupling but we will see that this is not the case if one uses
purely local couplings. Here we are using duality in the sense of Seiberg duality [17, 18] or
the duality between AdS5 and a 4D conformal eld theory; that is, duality is the occurrence
of two dierent descriptions of the exactly the same physics. This is also how the term
duality is used in cases where calculations can be done explicitly [5{8]. We will also show
how S-duality is implemented in the Zwanziger formalism [11] as a local eld redenition
with a change of coupling constant, which means that S-duality is a property of any low-
energy eective theory with electric and/or magnetic charges.
Consider, for example, a theory with a light electron, of mass m, and a heavy mag-
netic monopole of mass M . If the electron is weakly coupled then the monopole will be
strongly coupled. However we can estimate that the contributions to the low-energy photon










provided that M is suciently large. In the real world this requires that, if any monopole
exists, it must be much heavier than 70 MeV for perturbation theory to be useful, which
is certainly the case. SL(2;Z) duality would fail even in this simple theory if the dierent
contributions to the scattering amplitude picked up dierent phases under the duality
transformation. Perturbatively we will see that the phase only depends on the external
photons, which must be the same for all contributions to the amplitude. Whether this is
the case non-perturbatively remains an open problem, but eq. (1.2) provides an estimate
of the error if the duality is broken by non-perturbative eects at the scale M and duality
is really only a low-energy approximate duality. Given a realistic bound on monopole
masses of 1 TeV, the fractional error in photon scattering amplitudes would be less than
about 2 10 17. In other words, for energies far below the mass scale of strongly coupled
monopoles we can use a reliable low-energy eective theory that is under perturbative
control. As we will see, the same is true when there are heavy, strongly coupled electrons
and very light magnetic monopoles (or dyons): the low-energy eective theory of the gauge
interactions of the monopoles/dyons is perturbative.
This low-energy eective theory approach is certainly familiar from the seminal analysis
by Seiberg and Witten [19, 20], where they looked at the leading terms in the derivative
expansion of N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills with an SU(2) gauge group. In the low-
energy theory there are only the U(1) gauge multiplet, a BPS monopole, or a BPS dyon.
The full theory has other electrically charged particles (eg. the massive gauge bosons and
gauginos), but they are integrated out of the theory. Nevertheless, this low-energy eective
theory proved to be extremely interesting, and the approximate SL(2;Z) duality played a

















It is useful to contrast the weakly coupled eective theories that we will focus on
here with the case of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills [1] broken down to a U(1) gauge
symmetry. Since the N = 4 theory has an SL(2;Z) invariant spectrum, for any electrically
charged particle there is a corresponding magnetically charged particle, whose mass has the
inverse dependence on the gauge coupling. Thus at weak coupling the light gauge bosons
(and their superpartners) are mapped to light monopoles; the monopoles are light because
the dual electric coupling is strong. Because of the SL(2;Z) invariance of the N = 4
spectrum, if there is no hierarchy between gauge boson and monopole masses, then the
duality must interchange a strongly coupled theory with another strongly coupled theory.
If, however, the N = 4 theory has a perturbative coupling and thus a hierarchy of mass
scales and a weakly coupled low-energy eective theory for the light charged gauge bosons
and photon, then the duality can produce another weakly coupled theory similar to what
we describe in this paper. An important distinction between N = 4 and the type of theory
we are discussing is that in our theories the fermion mass scale can be set by a mass term
in the Lagrangian, or by a Yukawa coupling to a scalar eld. However since the mass
can be varied independently of the gauge coupling, we will still take the fermion mass to
be invariant under SL(2;Z). A light electron is mapped to a light monopole and a heavy
monopole is mapped to a heavy electrically charged particle.
In the following sections we rst briey review SL(2;Z) duality and the Zwanziger
formalism [11]. We then proceed to discuss photon helicity amplitudes and their duality
transformations. We further explain how this analysis proceeds to all orders in perturbation
theory in the eective theory. We then explore how S-duality can fail at high energies and
nally apply our analysis to the Seiberg-Witten theory [19, 20].
2 SL(2;Z) duality transformations
Let us start with a U(1) gauge theory with coupling e and non-vanishing  angle, using a
non-canonical (holomorphic) normalization of the eld strength:





F eF ; (2.1)
where F is the electromagnetic eld strength and eF = 12"F  is the dual eld
strength. Using the holomorphic gauge coupling,  , the free-eld Lagrangian may be
written as
Lfree =  Im 
32
(F + i eF)2 : (2.2)
One can see that shifting  by an integer  !  + n leads to a symmetry of the theory, as
this corresponds to a shift  !  + 2n, aka T -symmetry. Usually we perform the path
integral over the gauge potential, A, dened by
F = @A   @A (2.3)
which can have a local coupling to electric currents. A change of variables in the path

















which can have local couplings to magnetic currents, but is a non-local function of A. The
form of the Lagrangian for B is the same as (2.2) with the replacement  !  1= . This
is not a symmetry of the theory but a duality, usually called S-duality, which exchanges
electric and magnetic elds with one another. The S and T generators can be combined
to obtain an SL(2;Z) group2 of dualities
 !  0 = a + b
c + d
; (2.5)
with a; b; c; d integers satisfying ad   bc = 1. Under such a transformation, the electric













This means that SL(2;Z) duality maps a particle with electric charge q0 to a dual particle
with electric charge q and magnetic charge g, which is referred to as a dyon [21]. While
the matter elds are transformed by local eld redenitions the non-local transformation
of the gauge potential gives an air of mystery to S-duality, but we will see later that the
mystery dissipates with the choice of a dierent Lagrangian formulation for the gauge eld.
Given a theory with gauge coupling ed containing a dyon with electric charge q and
magnetic charge g (in units of ed and 4=ed) we can perform an SL(2;Z) transformation
that takes us to a theory with coupling  0 and only an electric charge q0, where q0 is the
greatest common divisor of q and g. This is done by choosing c = g=q0, d = q=q0, and where
a, b satisfy aq   bg = q0. Then we see from (2.6) that we have a mapping to the theory
with a electric charge q0. From (2.5) we see that the coupling e satises
e2 = e2d jc + dj2 : (2.7)
For U(1) theories with a CP-violating vacuum angle , Witten [22] showed that the
eective (low-energy) electric charge of a dyon is Q = q + g 2 . It is easily seen that the
Witten charge Q is T -invariant. In fact, the invariance of the Witten charge restricts us to
SL(2;Z) rather than SL(2;R).
By requiring the equations of motion to be covariant under SL(2;Z), we can extract
the transformation properties of the gauge eld strength [23]. Maxwell's equations (incor-




 + i eF) = J + K : (2.8)
The current (2.6) and gauge coupling (2.5) transformations can be combined with the
mappings
F 0 + i eF 0 = (c + d)F + i eF ; (2.9)


















F 0   i eF 0 = (c + d)F   i eF
to see that the Maxwell equations (2.8) are duality covariant.
The form of this transformation makes it convenient to introduce helicity eigenstate
eld strengths [24]:
F = F
  i eF : (2.10)
Since F+ transforms as (1; 0) and F  as (0; 1) under the Lorentz group, these represent the
 helicities of the photon, which will allow us to easily make contact with spinor helicity
techniques. The mapping taking us from a dyon to an electric charge, described above
eq. (2.7), is equivalent to











and where d = e
2
d=4. From (2.9) and (2.11) we see that F

+ transforms under duality
as a modular form [5, 6] of weight (0,1) while F  transforms under duality as a modular
form of weight (1,0).
Since helicity eigenstate eld strengths have simple modular transformations, it is
especially convenient (as can be seen in appendix A) to use the spinor helicity method
of writing scattering amplitudes by decomposing Lorentz vectors and tensors into spinor
products [25{27]. It is straightforward to dene the polarization bispinors for gauge bosons:
we want transversality ("(k)  k = 0) and they should be dimensionless. This forces the











where we are free to choose an arbitrary reference momentum p, which is a manifestation of
our freedom to choose a gauge. The duality transformations (2.11) imply that the photon
polarization (bispinor) transforms under duality by
"0a _a(k) = D"

a _a(k): (2.14)
This provides a simple method for directly obtaining dual photon helicity amplitudes.
3 Zwanziger formalism
In order to check the SL(2;Z) duality transformation of helicity amplitudes we will need
to perturbatively calculate the photon helicity amplitude generated by a dyon loop. This
calculation can performed using the Zwanziger two potential formulation [11, 28{30] of
QED. While there are still only two propagating photon degrees of freedom this formulation
allows for local couplings to both electric and magnetic charges. This type of formulation

















gauge potential B, that couples to magnetic currants, and an arbitrary four-vector n,




(n ^ [n  (@ ^A)]  fn ^ [n  (@ ^B)]g) ; (3.1)
eF = 1
n2
( fn ^ [n  (@ ^A)]g+ n ^ [n  (@ ^B)]) ; (3.2)




c for four-vectors a; b; c and antisymmetric tensor G. The generalization of
Zwanziger's Lagrangian [11] incorporating the -angle [23] is:
L =  Im 
8n2
f[n  @ ^ (A+ iB)]  [n  @ ^ (A  iB)]g
 Re 
8n2
f[n  @ ^ (A+ iB)]  [n  @ ^ (A  iB)]g
 Re[(A  iB)  (J + K)]: (3.3)
Using this Lagrangian with one species of fermion and restoring canonical normaliza-
tion momentarily, we can anticipate the results of our loop calculations by examining the
local coupling strength between a dyon of charge (q; g) (in units of e and 4=e) and the
complexied electromagnetic gauge potential, A   iB, which is
∝ |e(q + gτ)| ≡ C
(3.4)
Because the Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger charge quantization condition forces monopoles to
couple with the inverse of the electric coupling, one may be concerned that the magnetic ne
structure constant is too large to be an expansion parameter in a perturbative calculation
(which could be S-dual to a perturbative electric theory). However, we can (making use
of (2.7) and the requirement that ad   bc = 1) simply calculate the duality transformed
local coupling to the complexied dual gauge eld:
C 0 =
ed (q0 + g0 0) (3.5)
= e jc + dj
(aq   bg) + ( cq + dg)a + bc + d
 (3.6)
= e j(ad  bc)(q + g)j (3.7)
= e jq + g j = C: (3.8)
Thus the magnitude of the local coupling remains unchanged, in other words it is an
SL(2;Z) invariant. In particular, if we start with a purely electric theory (q0; g0) = (1; 0)

















Figure 1. Tiling of hyperbolic half-plane under the action of SL(2;Z). The red, green, and blue
shadings identify the mappings of each hyperbolic triangle's vertices, with the red vertex at  = i1
corresponding to a weakly coupled electric theory. The other red regions correspond to the mapping
of this region to other dual, weakly coupled descriptions.
small, and perturbative expansions are possible. For a given perturbative theory there are
an innite set of mappings of the holomorphic gauge coupling  in the hyperbolic half-
plane3 H, and these must all be weakly coupled theories. The fundamental domain tiles
H with congruent hyperbolic triangles, as shown in gure 1, and we can see there is a
complex pattern of weakly coupled theories.
4 Photon-photon scattering
At one-loop photons can scatter o other photons, the simplest process being  ! . It
has long been known [32{42] that the low-energy, one-loop eective eld theory for QED
includes a quartic photon interaction given by the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian (using




[4(F 2)2 + 7(F eF )2]; (4.1)
where m and q0 are the mass and charge of the heavy fermion integrated out of the theory.
For energies much less than m, the amplitudes for light-by-light scattering are most easily
calculated using the eective Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian one helicity conguration at a

















time. Labelling the amplitude by the helicities of the (all incoming) photons, i = 1, and
















(s2 + t2 + u2); (4.5)
where s; t; u are the usual Mandelstam invariants. The factor of e for each photon leg
accounts for the canonical eld normalization.
Now consider the photon helicity amplitude generated by a dyon loop. The calculation,
using the Zwanziger formalism, is performed in appendix A. The easier method, which gives








    3[(F 2+)2 + (F 2 )2]

: (4.6)









 3 (Q  ig=d)4(F 2+)2 + (Q+ ig=d)4(F 2 )2	 : (4.7)





4[(Q2   g2)2 + 7Q2g2](F 2)2
+[7(Q2   g2)2 + 16Q2g2](F eF )2   12Qg(Q2   g2)F 2(F eF )i : (4.8)
Since the kinematics of photon scattering are unchanged, the eective dyon La-
grangian (4.7) yields the dual helicity amplitudes which match the explicit dyon loop






















(s2 + t2 + u2): (4.12)
4This is the same result (after taking  ! 0) as equation (16) of ref. [43], where a classical Lorentz force

















We have included a factor of the dual gauge coupling ed for each photon leg to again
return to canonical eld normalization. We can see that the parity, P, and time-reversal,
T, preserving terms depend only on the duality invariant d(Q
2 + g2=2d), and as expected
M++++ 6= M     due to P and T violation from the appearance of magnetic charge g
(a CP pseudoscalar). Indeed, the appearance of imaginary terms in an amplitude would
normally be contrary to the optical theorem in a low-energy eective theory devoid of dyon
pair creation, but we see that the optical theorem is indeed satised:
M++++d   (M    d ) = 0: (4.13)
We can also see that for a xed set of helicities that the dual amplitudes (4.11) are
not equal to the original amplitudes (4.2). However if the duality is to hold it must be the
case that observables (i.e. the squares of amplitudes) are duality invariant. This is indeed
the case since
e8d
(Q ig=d)42 = e8d (Q2 + g2=2d)22 = e8q08 (4.14)
where we have used eq. (2.7) for the last equality. Thus, perhaps remarkably to some,
duality invariance is true at leading order in the loop expansion.
Making use of the helicity formalism lets us go even further. The choices for polariza-














We can invert these to nd Lorentz products of eld strengths, like those that appear in
the eective Lagrangian (and for the polarizations in the corresponding amplitudes):
F+F
+ = 4[kikj ]
2; F F
  = 4hkikji2; F+F  = 0: (4.16)
The relation eF = eF  iF = iF gives the other contractions. With the simple form
of these Lorentz products, we can write an expression for the full low-energy helicity am-
plitude of N photons from a fermion at one-loop. The integral representation of the
Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian at one-loop is [38{42]























(F 2)2 + (F eF )2 + 1
4




(F 2)2 + (F eF )2   1
4
F 2: (4.18)
Martin et al. [44] showed that this gives the full amplitude for N photons (N+ of which









with coecients csp and spinor products 
 dened by

































 h(N+ + 1)(N+ + 2)i2h(N+ + 3)(N+ + 4)i2 (4.22)
   h(N   1)Ni2 + all perms.
where B2n are the Bernoulli numbers. This expression is valid at leading order in the
derivative expansion.
To dualize the theory to one of dyons, we note that (2.14) implies that  ! DN ,














We can see that the holomorphically normalized amplitude transforms under SL(2;Z) du-
ality as a modular form of weight (N ; N+).
5 Higher orders
To go beyond one-loop requires additional information, since the two-loop diagram has one




a _a(k) ; (5.1)







This can be veried by examining the source-gauge coupling term of (3.3): since J+ K
has a known transformation under duality, so too must A  iB for the Lagrangian to




 + d) (A + iB) ; (5.3)
A0   iB0 = (c + d) (A   iB) ;
that agrees [23] with the transformation of the eld strength (2.9). This means that S-
duality can be implemented [31] as a local eld redenition of the gauge and matter elds
along with a transformation of the coupling.
In order to see the range of applicability of S-duality, consider a generic low-energy
eective U(1) gauge theory where one species of electrically and/or magnetically charged
particles is light enough to be included in the low-energy dynamics as point-like particles.
Specically this means that the Compton wavelength (  1/mass) is much longer that
the physical size. In the case of a `t Hooft-Polyakov monopole [45, 46] the size is  1=(e v),
where v is the VEV the breaks the non-Abelian gauge symmetry down to U(1). In this case,

















free, if the mass is suciently small compared to v, then the coupling will be perturbative at
low-energies, and we can use the Zwanziger Lagrangian as the low-energy eective theory.
As we have seen, this eective theory must enjoy S-duality to a good approximation.
Returning to our perturbative argument, at the level of the gauge propagator, we see
that each internal photon line will contribute a factor DD = jc + dj2 to the dual ampli-
tude. Thus a holomorphically normalized amplitude with I internal lines transforms under
SL(2;Z) duality as a modular form of weight (I+N ; I+N+). For canonically normalized
amplitudes we see, using eq. (2.7), that the factor of DD simply converts gauge couplings
on the internal line to the dual couplings (the phases cancel between D and D), so the
higher order amplitude transforms by the same phase as the leading order amplitude, and
the squares of the amplitudes are invariant order by order in perturbation theory.
So far we have only discussed photon scattering, but low-energy scattering involving
fermions or scalars follows a similar story. Tree level scattering enjoys S-duality because
it is a property of the classical theory. Adding external photon lines generates a SL(2;Z)
relative phase between the dual amplitudes as described above, while internal photons add
no additional phase factor. Thus, in a given duality basis, there is no relative phase between
the leading term and the higher order terms, so again squares of canonically normalized
amplitudes are duality invariant. However as we will see in the next section, S-duality can
break down when suciently hard photons are involved.
6 High energy breakdown
So far we have only worked at leading order in the derivative expansion where the am-
plitudes with only one + helicity (or only one   helicity) vanished. This is not true at




s3; M0(1) =  
42 q04
315m6












At higher orders in the derivative expansion, the duality relations of amplitudes goes






The amplitude-squared is again duality invariant.
While it would seem that S-duality could continue to hold to higher and higher order
in the derivative expansion, this is not the case, and the reason is somewhat subtle. The
Witten charge of the dyon, Q = q + g=2, is only correct when the charge is probed by
a low-energy photon. The extra  dependent part of the charge is spread out in fermion
zero-modes over a region of size  m 1, where m is the mass of the lightest electrically

















the zero-mode cloud separately. A high energy photon that resolves the core of the dyon
will simply couple to the charge q.
This means that at high energies the Zwanziger eective Lagrangian breaks down,
since the electric photon coupling has a form factor with a scale dependence set by the
mass of the lightest electrically charged fermion. At the very least we would need to
include higher dimension operators, suppressed by the the scale m, that account for the
low-momentum behavior of the form factor.
For a low-energy theory of electrons (valid far below the mass, M , of the lightest
monopole) there are no form factors present in the eective theory, so we can use our
analysis of higher loop corrections as in the previous section. In the dual description where
the weakly coupled electron is mapped to a weakly coupled monopole, the eects of form
factors only appear for photons with energies above M , so they are again irrelevant in
the low-energy eective theory, and we can again proceed with our analysis of higher loop
corrections as before.
When we include high energy photons however, the dual couplings will not, in general,
satisfy (3.5) and the amplitudes calculated from the dual Lagrangian will no longer provide
the correct phases (4.23) to ensure SL(2;Z) duality.
7 Seiberg-Witten theory
The most fully understood example of low-energy S-duality is the Seiberg-Witten the-
ory [19, 20]. The theory is an N = 2 SUSY theory with an SU(2) gauge group. The VEV
of the adjoint scalar, , breaks SU(2) down to U(1), so `t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles [45, 46]
appear in this theory, and they are, in fact, BPS states. At particular points in the moduli
space a monopole or a dyon becomes massless. Parameterizing the moduli space by the
gauge invariant u = Tr2, the masses of the two BPS states are given by
m(q; g;u) =
p
2 jq a(u) + g aD(u)j (7.1)






































The monopole mass vanishes at u = 2; Taylor expanding about this point5 we have
































In the S-dual frame, where the monopole is mapped to an electric charge, d = i=d =  i .
As we move on the moduli space, the mass m changes. We see from (7.6) that the dual
electric coupling, d, approaches zero as we approach m = 0, which is simply the ordinary
perturbative running of the infrared free U(1) coupling. In the original frame, where the
light state has a magnetic charge, it would seem that the coupling is very strong ( = 1=d),
however this is a statement about the electric coupling, and there are no light electrically
charged particles in this low-energy eective theory. In the usual formulation the monopole
has only a non-local coupling [9], and it is not clear what we even mean by a coupling. In the
local Zwanziger formulation we see that the monopole has a small coupling, since it couples
with strength 1=e = ed. The unusual running of the gauge coupling (log rather than 1= log)
has been explicitly veried in the Zwanziger formalism [49], but it comes as no surprise
since the inverse relation between the two couplings must be independent of renormalization
scale, since it is required by Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger charge quantization [50]. The fact
that the  function changes sign can be seen directly from the SL(2;Z) transformation of
the vacuum polarization [23, 51], in the case of transforming a monopole to an electron the
phase is just  1. To see this explicitly we note that there are two (holomorphic) vacuum
polarization amplitudes, M++ and M   which transform as
M++ = (c + d)2M++d ; M   = (c + d)2M  d : (7.7)
The transformation that takes a monopole (q = 0; g) to a electron (q0 = g; 0) has c =
g=q0 = 1 and d = 0, so (setting  = 0 for simplicity6) we have
M++ =  M++d ; M   =  M  d ; (7.8)
and we see that the  function ips sign. This discussion again makes it clear that S-
duality, unlike Seiberg duality [17, 18], interchanges weakly coupled, local theories with
other weakly coupled, local theories.
8 Conclusion
We have shown that S-duality implies that holomorphically normalized photon helicity
amplitudes should transform as modular forms. This means that canonically normalized
amplitudes transform by just a phase. Using the Zwanziger formalism we were able to
verify this at one-loop and to show how the structure of the photon propagator ensures
that S-duality is preserved at higher loop order in the low-energy eective theory. This
required showing that all contributions to a particular amplitude transform by an identical
phase. The fact that S-duality can be implemented by a local eld redenition and a
change of coupling constant in the Zwanziger formalism shows that S-duality works for
any low-energy eective theory of electric and/or magnetic charges. We also saw how S-
duality can fail at high energies once we are able to probe inside the zero-mode cloud that

















surrounds a magnetic charge. It would be very interesting to study the Seiberg-Witten
theory at higher orders in the derivative expansion to see how the approximate S-duality
of the eective theory begins to break down at higher energies. This should be especially
important near Argyres-Douglas points [51] where both monopoles and dyons become light
at the same point in the moduli space.
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A Dyon loop calculation
It is most convenient to use the spinor helicity method to calculate photon helicity ampli-
tudes [25, 26]. This is done with the local isomorphism SO(1; 3) = SU(2)L  SU(2)R; a
null four-vector p may be written as the outer product of two commuting spinors:
pa _a = p

a _a = sgn(p
0)pap _a; (A.1)
where (un)dotted indices label which SU(2) subalgebra the spinor pa; p _a belong to. Since
p2 = det pa _a = 0, we have that pa _a is rank one, which may always be written as an
outer product. We can form invariants by contracting spinor indices using "ab and " _a_b
for SU(2)L and SU(2)R. For two null vectors pa _a = pap _a, qa _a = qaq _a, we introduce the
standard spinor products
2p  q = ("abpaqb)(" _a_bp _aq_b)  hqpi[pq]: (A.2)
Here we can see that these forms are actually Lorentz invariant: for real momenta,
p _a = (pa)
, so that hpqi = [pq], implying that each is the square root of 2pq, up to a phase.
As described above, the polarization bispinor for a photon of momentum k, " a _a(k)
in (2.13), is dened with respect to an arbitrary momentum q. The gauge transformation
qa ! qa + ka ( an arbitrary constant) shifts the polarization "a _a ! "a _a + kak _a (" !
"+k), just like we expect for a usual gauge transformation. As we are free to choose the
reference momentum q independently for each polarization vector, it is convenient to take
one of the positive helicity momenta as reference for the negative helicity polarizations,
and vice versa.7
While the matter sector in (3.3) is identical to that of standard QED for fermionic


















 = iqai 
; (A.4)

















where we observe both a standard diagonal term (ab) in the charge space, qai = (Qi; gi=d),
as well as an o-diagonal term ("ab), which leads to dynamical mixing of the two gauge
potentials. Here we assume that there is only one species of dyon; in general one would
sum over i.
For plane-wave gauge elds, we require [28{30, 53] the electric and magnetic external
polarizations to obey "a = ("; "), with
" =  "
"nk
n  k : (A.5)
This magnetic photon polarization vector is realized by either appending an A=B transition
for one of the external photons, or by enforcing the the free space duality constraint
n  (@ ^A) =  n  (@ ^B) (A.6)
in an axial gauge.
The appearance of the Lorentz symmetry breaking vector n in the propagator and
magnetic polarization vectors is troubling. However, we have gauge symmetry at our
disposal, and in fact dierent choices of n amount to a dierent choice of gauge. This
is well-known for space-like n, where the gauge transformation corresponds to the solid
angle subtended by the rotated Dirac string [54]. Fixing only spatial components of the
gauge elds leads to straightforward canonical quantization, while using a lightcone gauge
makes the spinor decomposition of polarization vectors manifest (but requires positive
and negative helicity photons to be in dierent gauges). We can have both qualities by
employing the space-cone gauge [55]: complexify n so that
n2 = 0; n  n > 0;
where we have both the spacelike and null features we desire. The holomorphic nature of
the Lagrangian is preserved by ensuring that L is independent of n. All elds are now in
one gauge dened by










(k j ) _a. This is essentially a Wick rotation of the lightcone, equivalent to employing two
real null vectors





as two lightcone gauges.
The spacecone gauge is a convenient simplication, but the true independence of F
from n can be seen by examining the source of the Zwanziger identity (3.1). If we introduce
the operators [56]





























with the convention that for contractions of these tensor operators we use
OF  1
2
OF ; O1O2 = 1
2
O1O2 ; (A.10)
then (3.1) is just the statement that F = GF = (K E)F . Since G is independent of n, we
know that the combination K  E must be as well, and ultimately varying n will amount
to a choice of axial gauge. Thus even null n may be employed in (3.1) as a limiting case.
The Zwanziger algebra itself is generated by the elements G, ", and K, with the
relations K   "K" = G, K2 = K, and "2 =  G. While the structure of this algebra may
be worth pursuing in future work, we will not pursue it here.
Now we may rewrite quantities with Lorentz indices in terms of pairs of spinor indices;
of particular use are the Levi-Civita contractions
"a _ab_bc _cd _d = "
a _ab_bc _cd _d = 4i("ad"bc" _a_b" _c _d   "ab"cd" _a _d"_b _c) (A.11)
" _aa
























and so on. This allows decomposition of magnetic polarization vectors (A.5) and Lorentz

























i  " j =
hkikji[qiqj ]
[qiki][kjqj ]
; " i  "+j =
hkiqji[qikj ]
[kiqi]hqjkji (A.15)
"+i  kj =
hqikji[kikj ]p
2hkiqii
; " i  kj =
hkikji[qikj ]p
2[kiqi]








"+ =  i("+ +
p
2zk); "  = i("   
p
2zk); (A.18)
we see that the magnetic polarization bispinors of specic helicity are essentially i times
the corresponding electric bispinors, up to a gauge transformation shift z or z.
At leading order, light-by-light scattering can be computed using the Zwanziger Feyn-















































plus the equal charge conjugated versions. The total amplitude is then
M = 2(M1 +M2 +M3 ): (A.19)
We may calculate the rst diagram's amplitude following the standard procedure; we will







(=p+ =k3 + =k4 +m)
(=p+ =k1 +m)]
[p2  m2][(p+ k4)2  m2][(p+ k3 + k4)2  m2][(p+ k1)2  m2] :
(A.20)





















 Tr[(=q + =a1 +m)(=q + =b1 +m)(=q + =c1 +m)(=q + =d1 +m)];
(A.21)
where here
A1 =  x1k4   x2k3 + x3k2; (A.22)
1 = m







a1 = A1; b1 = A1 + k4; c1 = A1 + k3 + k4; d1 = A1 + k1: (A.24)
The traces in the numerator can be simplied by discarding terms odd in the integration
variable q as well as odd products of gamma matrices. We may also symmetrize
qq ! 1
4
q2g ; qqqq ! 1
24
q4(gg + gg + gg) (A.25)
to obtain
Tr[(=q + =a1 +m)
(=q + =b1 +m)
(=q + =c1 +m)








where we dene the tensors
























































T = Tr[] = 4(gg   gg + gg): (A.33)
























































Despite the supercial logarithmic divergence, the total amplitude is actually nite, since
Q+Q+Q = 0. Nevertheless, contrary to the assertion in [57], we must properly
regularize by subtracting the divergent piece M1 (0; 0; 0; 0). Once regularized, we may


















i + Si  RiUi   2PiUi + 3TiU2i )

: (A.38)
While the traces and Feynman parameter integrals are too tedious to compute by hand,













i + Si  RiUi   2PiUi + 3TiU2i

: (A.39)












in the amplitude. We also choose the reference vectors for the magnetic polarizations
based on the helicity prescription discussed under (2.13) to obtain Lorentz products of the
forms in (A.14). Notice that up to a gauge transformation, (A.17) implies " = i", so
that we can see where the appearance of D comes from:
(" )
aqa = "Q+ "

 g=d = (Q ig=d)" : (A.41)
Simplication of the kinematics with Mandelstam invariants results in (4.10).
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